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•1 Introduction
•
•
HYDATA is a hydrological database system for personal computers which was developed at
the Institute of Hydrology in the United Kingdom. HYDATA has been used in more than
50 countries worldwide including more than 20 African countries (see Figure I).
•
In November 1990, a 1 week HYDATA workshop (ref. I) was held in Nairobi, Kenya at the
Institute for Meteorological Training and Research (IMTR) which is part of the Kenyan
Meteorological Department. The workshop was attended by 12 working hydrologists from
10 African countries and aimed to give the participants practical experience in using personal
computers and databases for the analysis of hydrological data, together with an in-depth
knowledge of the HY DATA system. The workshop was jointly funded by ODA (through IH)
and WMO, and was envisaged as a first step in developing a homogeneous hydrological
database system throughout the SADCC and 1GADD countries of Africa. As a direct result
of this workshop, HYDATA was adopted as the national database system for Uganda (ref.2)
and several of the other countries represented have since obtained funding for the system and
the associated computer hardware.
Following the success of this first workshop, it was decided to hold the course annually to
give African hydrologists from other organisations a chance to see and usethe system. WMO
recommended that the workshop should in future be timed to coincide with the WMO
sponsored Regional Postgraduate Diploma course in Operational Hydrology at IMTR. This
nine month course aims to bring working hydrologists and hydrometeorologists from African
countries up to date in the latest hydrological measurement and analysis techniques. The
participants can come from any African country but must be educated to at least BSc standard
and must be working in an operational hydrology or meteorology deparment. Two such
workshops were organised on this basis and were held in 1992 (13 participants from 8
African countries - ref.3) and 1993 (12 participants from 9 African countries - ref 4).
Following the 1993 workshop, IMTR and jointly proposed that IMTR should be
established as a regional training centre for HYDATA and that an advanced training course
should be organised to provide IMTR staff with the expertise to run HYDATA workshops
in future with only limited support from IH. This report describes the outcome of this
advanced training. Funding for the Institute of Hydrology contribution was again provided
by ODA through the project "HYDATA dissemination" (ODA Research Scheme no. D120)
and funding for the IMTR contribution was provided by WMO.
•
2 Theworkshop
2.1 ADVANCED TRAINING
The advanced training was held from 14-18 February 1994 at the Institute for Meteorological
Training and Research in Nairobi and also continued as a background activity during the main
HYDATA workshop which was held in the following week 21-25 February 1994 (Appendix
A). The advanced training was given by two staff members of the Institute of Hydrology.
Three computers were loaned by IMTR and the WMO Drought Monitoring Center (DMC)
for the duration of the course:
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• Type Processor Memory


Screen Disk drive


BULL MICRAL 600 80386 640K RAM VGA 3 5 inch 1.44 Mb
• DEC STATION 300 80386 640K RAM VGA 3.5 inch 1.44 Mb


BULL MICRAL 200 80286 640K RAM 4 extended VGA 3 5 inch 1.44 Mb
DMC also lent an IBM proprinter and an Epson dot tnatrix printer. Several other computers
owned by IMTR or DMC and used in the previous workshops were either in use on other
projects or were too outdated to run the latest and most powerful version of HYDATA(Version 3.10A) used for the workshop. An additional laptop computer and 2 Canon portable
printers were also lent by the Institute of Hydrology for use on the course. The computing
equipment was installed in a lecture room which was reserved for the duration of the course.
All of the details of course administration and registration were dealt with efficiently by
IMTR.
IMTR nominated six staff to attend the advanced training course (Appendix B). The
nominees all had previous teaching experience and together encompassed a wide range of
research interests:


Organsiation Postion Researchand teaching interests
•
IMTR Deputy Director Low flow and flood frequency analysis


IMTR Meteorologist Rainfall runoff modelling
.•
DMC Systems Manager Drought forecasting/computer systems
•


management


DMC Ilydrometeorologist Regional evaporation estimation and0


water balances
•
MWD Hydrologist Operational hydrology


UNMD Lecturer Flood frequency analysis
•
IMTR = Institute for Meteorological Training and Research
DMC = WMO Drought Monitoring Centre
UNMD = Head Office of Ministry of Land Reclamation, Regional and Water Development, Nairobi
MWD = Meteorology Department. University of Nairobi
•
As the main aim of the HYDATA training courses is to give the participants practical 'hands
on' experience of using a hydrological database system, the main part of the advanced
training was centred around the set of practical exercises which the participants were to
attempt during the main workshop in the following week. These include 18 prepared
exercises and a post-flood assessment project. The background to these exercises and the
'model' answers to the questions were covered in detail together with revision of the
underlying theory. Once the full course material had been covered, individual lecturers were
allocated specific topics to cover in more depth, and further training was given on a 'one to
one' basis in each of the topics chosen. In general, the nominated lecturers were already
familiar with much of the theory and quickly picked up the skills needed to operate the
H Y DATA system.
•
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One further aspect of the advanced training was to simulate some of the hardware and
software related problems which, in our experience, often occur during software training
courses. For thesc exercises, two of the lecturers were nominated as 'System Managers' and,
during the main workshop, were presented without warning with a range of simulated
hardware and software failures to fix. These includod problems like accidentally deleting or
corrupting key program files, accidentally introducing computer viruses to the course
computers, incorrectly modifying the computer's configuration files and various problems
with setting up and operating printers and plotters. The ability to 'troubleshoot' problems of
this type is vital when running software training courses for users with only limited11/ computi ng cxper ience.
2.2 MAIN WORKSHOP
The main workshop followed on immediately from the advanced training. Eight participants
from four African countries attended the workshop (Appendix B). Apart from the
1110 introductory lecture, all of the lectures and individual tuition were given by IMTR's
nominated lecturers. Overall, the workshop ran smoothly with little assistance from the two
Institute of Hydrology staff, other than to provide additional advanced training.
As in previous courses, the participants were supplied with copies of the teaching material
used during the course and with various technical papers giving more background information
on the software. Copies of the HYDATA manual and the UK Low Flow Study report, which
were donated to the IMTR library in 1992, were also made available for reference. The
participants worked mainly in pairs but also had the opportunity to work alone during lunch
and coffee breaks.
Appendix A lists the program of the workshop and the subjects which were covered. The
first two days were spent on the basic operations of entering, plotting and editing data and
developing rating curves. The third day was spent on aspects of data transfer and system
management. The discussion included a description of the responsibilities of the System
Manager in setting up and maintaining a database system ready for operational use. The main
analysis options in HYDATA, and the underlying theory, were covered on the fourth day and
the final day was given over to revision and demonstrations of other software. Also, a
revised week-long project was included which is designed to demonstrate the way HYDATA
is actually used operationally in many hydrological departments. The project consisted of
entering a backlog of historic river level and discharge data for a site, developing a rating
equation for the site, convening the levels to flows and then deriving various flow statistics
for use in a hypothetical post-flood assessment study.
Several related topics were also covered during the course. For example, a half day was
spent on a general introduction to personal computers and the DOS operating system. This
was useful preparation for the data transfer exercises and is essential knowledge for anyone
who uses personal computers on a regular basis. The following related hydrological software
packages were also used or demonstrated:
- HDBINS Installation and customisation program for HYDATA
- HYTRAN A program for loading data directly onto a HYDATA database
- HYFAP A flood frequency analysis package
•
•
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More information on these packages is given in the technical leaflets at the back of this
report. Together, these components provide an integrated system for the capture, routine
analysis and storage of hydrological data.
•
•
3 Recommendationsandconclusions
•
IMTR's nominated lecturers generally coped well with mastering and delivering the course
material. The course was kept on schedule and the project - which was more difficult than
in previous years - was completed by the end of the week. Initial feedback from the eight
participants was that it had been a useful although intensive week and many expressed the
intention to use HYDATA on their main course project, due to start in the second semester
of the Operational Hydrology course. Also, this year, most of the participants thought it
likely that they will use HYDATA when they return to their normal duties at the end of the
course since, with only two exceptions, HYDATA is already used in the Head Office of all
the departments represented.
For use on future courses, IMTR were presented with copies of all the overhead
transparancies used on the course and with a set of briefing notes for the lecturers (Appendix
C). IMTR was also given a 20 user educational licence for the full HYDATA system. This
will allow IMTR to keep HYDATA permanently loaded on several machines for use both in
teaching and in project work by the participants. IMTR and DMC staff will also be able to
use HYDATA in their own research work if they wish (and IH would encourage this as a way
of becoming more familiar with the system).
• Several discussions were also held about future workshops. On the evidence of this first
IMTR-managed course, IMTR will have little difficulty organising HYDATA training courses
in future. However, some continuing annual support will be required from the Institute of
Hydrology in the form of updated lecture notes, participant training packs, updates to
software and, possibly, additional advanced training. In particular, for the next course, we
strongly recommend that IMTR are provided with the following items:
I. The HYFAP flood frequency analysis package
	
2. The HYRROM rainfall runoff model
3. A laptop computer and computer screen projection panel
The HYFAP and HYRROM packages link into HYDATA and would bea useful complement
to existing modules in the Operational Hydrology course while the laptop computer and
projection panel would make demonstrating the exercises on the computers much easier.
•
For the future, we anticipate that the IMTR-managed HYDATA courses will continue to
provide working hydrologists with useful direct experience of the advantages of using
computers for processing hydrological data and will further encourage adoption of the
HYDATA database system in many African countries. Indeed, experience from past courses
does suggest that several countries have subsequently submitted requests for HYDATA
systems after seeing the system in use either at IMTR or in other African countries. IMTR
may also wish to provide direct regional support of existing HYDATA users possibly through
organising advanced regional HYDATA training workshops themselves. The Institute of
Hydrology would strongly support this approach if adopted. It is worth noting that, of the
•
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•SADCC and IGADD countries, most now have at least one organisation using the HYDATA
package and, in many of these countries. HYDATA is used as the nationaldatabase system
for archiving hydrological data.
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• AppendixA Programmeof theworkshop
•
IMTR, FEBRUARY 21- 25, 1994
Monda Februa 21
Introduction and Welcome
General principles of operation
Plotting and printing
Entering and editing river level data
•
Tuesda Februa 22
Entering and editing river level data (continued)
Introduction to DOS and hardware
Entering and editing discharge measurements
Rating curve development
Introduction to project
Wednesday Februar 23
Introduction to system management
Data backup and restore options
Monthly data and other data types
Project work (continued)
•
Thursda Februa 24
• Comparison plot options
Double mass curves
Flow Duration curves
Low Flow analysis routines
Project work (continued)
•
Frida Fehruar 25
Data transfer methods
Demonstrations of other software
General discussion of project work
Closing speeches and presentation of certificates
••
•
Course exercises
•
• The course was basedaround a set of 18 prepared exercisescovering the following topics:
•
General principles of operation, plotting data
•
Examining contents of database
•
Stage data editor, printing and plotting stagedata
•
Gauging data editor. Plotted and printed output for gaugings
•
5. Fitting rating curves
6. Conversion of stage to discharge or storage
7. Conversion of daily to monthly values
8. Allocating spaceand setting up stations
9. Loading data from a file
10. Backing up data to floppy disc
11. Installing and customising a HYDATA database
12. Revision of edit, print and plot options for daily data
• Comparison plots
•
Double massplots
•
Flow duration curves
•
Low flow statistics (base flow index, annual minima)
•
Transferring data using HYTRAN and HYDATA macro files
Introduction to DOS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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AppendixB Thecourseparticipants
•
Advanced trainin course
I. Philip D. Munah
Deputy Director
Institute for Meteorological Training and Research
Kenya Meteorological Department
PO Box 30259
Nairobi
Kenya
•
2. Julius N. Kabubi
Meteorologist I
Institute for Meteorological Training and Research
Kenya Meteorological Department
PO Box 30259
Nairobi
Kenya
•
3. Joseph M. Kimani
Senior Meteorologist: Systems
WMO Drought Monitoring Centre
Kenya Meteorological Department
PO Box 30259
Nairobi
Kenya
4 Johnson Maina
Hydrometeorologist I
WMO Drought Monitoring Centre
Kenya Meteorological Department
PO Box 30259
Nairobi
Kenya
• 5 Mr E.M.Mnyamwezi
Senior Hydrologist
Ministry of Land Reclamation, Regional and Water Development
PO Box 30521
Nairobi
Kenya
6 Mr Alfred 0. Opere
Lecturer (1lydrometeorology)
Department of Meteorology
University of Nairobi
Nairobi
Kenya
•
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•
Main workshop
•
1 Harnis G.K. Mbaruku
Senior Assistant Geologist
Water Research Section
Ministry of Water. Energy and Minerals
P.O.Box 35066
Dar es Salaam
Tanzania
2 Projestus Magezi Rwiza
Executive Engineer
Operations and Maintenance
Ministry of Water, Energy and Minerals
P.O.Box 35066
Dar es Salaam
Tanzania
•
3. Atakelte Teferi
Geoscientist 11
Ethiopian Valleys Development Authority
PO Box 1086
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia
•
4. Muchai Shaban Mugwika
Hydrologist II
Ministry of Land Reclamation, Regional and Water Development
PO Box 30521
Nairobi
Kenya
•
5. Stanley Nyaga Mime
District Hydrologist
Ministry of Land Reclamation, Regional and Water Development
District Water Office
PO Box 4571
Kisumu
Kenya•
•
•
•
•
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• 6 Aaron Bundi Aduna
Hydrologist
Hydrology Division
Architectural and Engineering Services Corporation
PO Box 3969
Accra
Ghana
•
7 Namusasi Edward Masibaye
Meteorologist II
Kenya Meteorological Department
PO Box 30259
Nairobi
Kenya
•
8. Gerald Muhara
Meteorologist-Climatologist
Kenya Meteorological Department
PO Box 30259
Nairobi
Kenya
•
• Appendix C Lecture material provided to IMTR
IMTR were provided with the following material for use on future courses:
C.1 A full set of all the overhead transparancies used on the course. These comprise some
120 colour transparancies divided into ten I hour (approx.) lectures on the following themes:
Introduction
General principles of operation
Editing data
DOS and hardware
Gaugings and rating curves
System Management
Analysis I
Analysis 2
, Data Transfer
Project
C.2 Lecturer's briefing notes. These comprise some 40 pages of notes on various aspects
of the HYDATA package. These notes are designed to supplement the information provided
in the HYDATA manual and on the overhead transparancies, and are grouped into the
following themes:
•
introduction to HYDATA
General principles of operation
Editing data
Rating curves
System Management
Data analysis
Data Transfer
DOS and hardware
C.3 HYDATA tutorial notes. A set of 18 prepared exercises which test participants on
various aspects of the HYDATA system, together with 'model answers to the questions at
the end of each exercise (not included here).
•
C.4 Notes for the course project. The project is designed to run over several days and
simulates a miniature 'crisis' in a hydrological department. In a short space of time,
participants are required to enter a backlog of historical data and to derive various statistics
relating to an imaginary flood event. The answers are required for use in justifying or
rejecting possible compensation claims following failure of a flood protection embankment.
The project material consists of a set of notes and some 80 observer record cards containing
the project data (not included here).
•
•
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INTRODUCTION
HYDATA is a hydrological database system for personal computers which is used in more
than 50 countries worldwide. The system is designed to store the types of data most
commonly required in water resources studies, including river, reservoir and lake levels,
river flows, rainfall data and reservoir and lake storage values. Output is provided in the
form of 'yearbook' style tabulations of data, graphs and powerful data transfer facilities.
HYDATA also includes facilities for developing rating equations relating river levels to flows
and reservoir and lake levels to storage. Options are also provided for routine hydrological
analyses such as the calculation of flow duration curves and low flow statistics. Several
related software packages are also available from the Institute of Hydrology for more
sophisticated tasks such as flood frequency analyses and rainfall runoff modelling. HYDATA
is operated using on-screen menus which can optionally also be operated using a computer
'mouse'. Both English and other language versions are available, including a full French
version and partial Spanish and Portugese versions. Other language versions can be supplied
on request.
HYDATA has been in use for more than 10 years and was developed by the Institute of
Hydrology, which is the United Kingdom's main research centre for hydrology. The
Institute provides technical support through newsletters, by organising training courses,
through a permanently staffed helpline and by offering a 'disaster recovery' service to
retrieve accidentally lost data. HYDATA was initially developed from the Institute of
Hydrology's mainframe data storage system for UK hydrological data; since then it has been
developed to meet the needs of users world-wide and in particular the needs of users with
only a limited experience of personal computers. HYDATA is constantly under development
and improved versions are released every 1-2 years.
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What types of data can be stored ?
HYDATA stores the types of data most commonly required in water resources studies.Several categories of data are defined in HYDATA. These include storage locations for riverlevels, lake levels and reservoir level data, river flow data, reservoir and lake storage data,river discharge measurcments and rating curves and rainfall data. A general storage categoryis also defined, suitable for storing any type of daily or monthly time series data, such asmeasurements of water conductivity, sediment content or *meteorological data such as windspeed, evaporation or temperature. Data can be stored at intervals of up to 100 readings perday, corresponding to a minimum data storage interval of about 15 minutes. This allowsdata from automatic data loggers or chart digitisers to be stored on the system. Within thesystem, several facilities are provided for conversion between data types; for example, forconversion between river levels and flows, or between daily flows and monthly flows orbetween daily rainfall and monthly rainfall.
There are few limitations on the amount of data which can be stored. HYDATA usesefficient data compression techniques to ensure that the data occupy as little space aspossible. Data storage requirements vary widely from country to country so it is difficultto give general guidelines on the storage space required; however, of those countries usingHYDATA as the national database system, many have found that the entire national databasecan be accommodated in a few megabytes of disk space, equivalent to a few floppy discs.HYDATA applications for specific water resources projects typically require considerablyless storage space.
• HYDATA INTRODUCTION


How are data values entered and retrieved ?
HYDATA accepts data from a wide range of sources. Manual observations by observers and
watchmen can be entered directly at the keyboard. In-built quality control routines check all
•
values entered against minimum and maximum permitted values defined by the user.
Digitised records from charts and loggers are usually entered automatically, using either the
data input facilities built into the package or additional software provided as part of the
standard package. These facilities can also be used to transfer data automatically from other
personal computer or mainframe database systems, including the CLICOM database system
developed by the World Meteorological Organisation for storing meteorological data.
Repeated operations can be automated using a macro facility available within HYDATA.
Data stored on HYDATA can be retrieved (exported) automatically either from within or
outside the system. Within HYDATA, facilities are provided to export data in yearbook style
or in a form suitable for input to many other software packages, such as spreadsheets and
various other commercially available database and analysis packages. From outside
HYDATA, standard software supplied with the system allows data to be retrieved in a wider
•
range of formats, including formats compatible with CLICOM and with various software
packages developed by the Institute of Hydrology, including a flood frequency analysis
package (HYFAP) and a rainfall runoff model (HYRROM). For users with FORTRAN
programming skills, a subroutine library of data access routines is also provided to allow data
stored on HYDATA to be used by their own software. Using these routines, quite
sophisticated packages can be written; for example, these routines have been used within the
Institute of Hydrology to write a real time flow forecasting system and a GIS based rainfall
analysis package.
•
HYDATA GENERAL PRINCIPLES
How is HYDATA operated ?
HYDATA is operated using a series of on-screen menus. A menu is a list of options each
of which causes HYDATA to perform an operation or receive information provided by the
user. Each menu has a unique name and code number. The HYDATA manual gives full
details on the operations which can be performed by every menu. Also, a display chart at
the back of the manual shows all the main menus and how they are related.
•
The menus have two types of option. The first type causes HYDATA to perform certain
types of operation, such as saving data, displaying a graph or moving to the next menu. The
second type allows data to be entered such as the station identifier or theyears for which data
are required. The usual way of moving between menu options is to use the up and down
arrow keys on the keyboard. Alternatively, the option number may alsobe typed in directly.
Options are selected by pressing the [ENTER] key. There are also several special keyboard
commands defined in HYDATA. These are described in Section 2 of the HYDATA manual
and include:
•
•
•
•
[HOME]
[END]
[ESC]
[PGUP]
[PGDN]
Move to top of menu
Move to bottom of menu
Abandon an operation
Move up several lines
Move down several lines
•
The [DEL] and [BKSP] keys may also be used to edit data that has been wrongly entered.
Three other keys also have special meanings:
•
[Fl] Display help menu
[F3] Quit HYDATA
[F4] Read data input or macro file
The [Fl] key may be used at any time to display a help message relevant to the type of
operation currently being performed in HYDATA. Shorter messages also appear at the
bottom of the screen describing the type of operation expected or the cause of any errors
•
which may occur. The HYDATA menus can also be operated using a mouse if this is
available. To use the mouse, the user simply points at the option or data entry box required
and then 'clicks' on the option using the mouse. HYDATA then performs the operation
selected.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Keys to avoid when using HYDATA
HYDATA is extremely robust and will rarely cause problems in normal operation.
However, there are two sets of keys which must never be used when operating HYDATA
since using them risks damaging the database or loosing data entirely. Firstly, HYDATA
must never be interrupted by using the [CTRL] [ALT] and [DEL] keys together to reboot
the computer. If HYDATA appears to be taking a long time to perform anoperation, simply
be patient and wait ! Secondly, the on/off power switch must never be used to interrupt
HYDATA for similar reasons. Normally, if HYDATA is interrupted using either of these
methods, it will be necessary to reload the database from the most recent data backup
available - an operation which should be avoided if possible since any dataentered since the
backup was performed will be permanently lost.
• -LbHYDATA GENERAL PRINCIPLES
How does HYDATA store data ?
HYDATA stores data for a location using the concept of stations. Stationsarc described bythe type of data they hold and their identifier. Identifiers in HYDATA are numerical and
can have numbers up to 8 digits long i.e. in the range 1 to 99,999,999. Once a station hasbeen set up on HYDATA, data can be entered for any year defined for that station providedthat storage space has already been allocated for that year. There are many optional entries
which can be given to describe the characteristics of a station, including the latitude andlongitude of the station, its altitude, the maximum and minimum values permitted for the
station and the name of the station. The 'name' entry can be up to 32 characters long and
appears on all graphical and tabulated output for that station - this allowscountries which use
alphanumerical station identifiers to link the local station identifiers tothe numbering systemdefined on HYDATA.
•
For a given location, stations are required for each of the data types recorded at that station.The main data types are EVENT, GAUGING AND RATING, DAILY FLOW, DAILY• GENERAL, DAILY RAINFALL, DAILY STORAGE and MONTHLY. Event stations are
used for any data type with more than 1 reading per day e.g. river levels, digitised rainfall
records. The DAILY GENERAL category can be used for any type of data defined by the
user and stored on a daily basis e.g. electrical conductivity, wind speed, sediment load. TheMONTHLY category is used for any type of data (e.g. flow, rainfall, general) stored on a
monthly interval.
As an example, consider a flow gauging station where river levels are monitored by a chart
recorder and discharge measurements are made using a cableway. For this site, four stations
with the same identifier could be defined to accept (1) the river level data (2) the discharge•
measurements/rating curves (3) the daily river flows calculated from the river levels and
rating curves and (4) the monthly river flows calculated from the dailyvalues.
HYDATA EDITING DATA
Data editors
Perhaps the simplest and most widely used method to enter data is by typing values in from
the keyboard. In HYDATA, this is done from the station editors. Every station defined on
HYDATA has an editor associated with it and all editors (except for gauging station editors)
are operated using the same general principles.
When an editor is selected, a table appears on the screen giving the current values stored on
the database for the dates shown. New values are entered simply by typing in the new
number. A data flag may be added by typing a comma and the flag number (1 or 2) after
the value e.g. 12.7,2 assigns flag 2 to the value 12.7. The flag is assumed to be flag 1 if
no flag is specified. Values can be set missing simply by typing the letter m. When a new
value is entered, it is plotted on the graph displayed alongside the data table. If a mouse is
available, the amount of data displayed in this graph can be changed by 'clicking' on the
control symbols marked beneath the graph. Alternatively, the POINT command may be used
if no mouse is available (see the HYDATA manual).
The editors have many features to help speed up data entry. These are described in full in
the HYDATA manual and can be summarised by pressing the [Fl] key whilst using the
editors. Examples include the facility to define blocks of data so that the same operations
can be performed on all values within the block e.g. set values to missing, apply a
multiplying factor, change the data flag. The parameters used in BLOCK operations can
be defined in the editor menu (Menu TS1) which is reached by pressing the [ESC] key whilst
using the editor. For example, the permitted maximum and minimum values can be changed
temporarily to allow an unusually large or small data value to be entered.
•
Once the data values have been entered, the data values should then be saved. Before
saving data, it is a good idea to plot the values first to check that they are sensible. For
example, typographical errors when entering level or flow data can often be spotted
immediately from a graph. When plotting edited data, it is important to note the distinction
between 'file' values and 'edit' values. 'File' values are the values stored on the hard disc
of the computer while 'edit' values are those which have been entered using the data editor
but not yet saved. The plot menus in HYDATA contain a 'Plot edits' option which allows
the 'file' and 'edit' values to be compared on the same plot. The 'edit' values should only
be saved if they seem to be correct.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
HYDATA EDITING DATA
EVENT data editors
•
For EVENT data, the station editors include some additional features. The most usual types
of data stored in these editors are observer readings of river levels, digitised chart or logger
records of river levels, or digitised pluviograph or logger records of rainfall. Up to 100
readings per day can be stored, allowing for a minimum data storage interval slightly less
than 15 minutes.
Within each EVENT station editor, the times of the readings are given as well as the day.
The default is to give the times at equal intervals; for example, for an EVENT station with
3 reading per day, the default times might be 0800, 1600 and 2400. Note that the installation
program HDBINS includes an option 'Water Day Start time' which defines the way
HYDATA displays the time for midnight e.g. 0000 or 2400. A water day starting at 0900
can also be defined (as used in some UK studies).
•
It is important to note that the times displayed in the editor can be changed and need not be
at equal intervals. For example, if an observer takes river level readings at times of 0900,
1200 and 1600 each day, these values can be used instead of the defaults suggested by
HYDATA. To change the values, the TIM command should be used. The only restriction
is that, within each hydrological year, all days have the same set of times. Between years,
the times used and the number of readings per day may be altered. To change the times for
all years for a station, the editor for each year must be entered and the required times set.
This can be tedious so it is usual to automate this process by writing a HYDATA macro
procedure which will allow the changes to be performed in a single operation (see HYDATA
manual).
HYDATA EDITING DATA
Data flags
Data flags allow the source of a data value to be stored on the database. Flags can indicate
the method used to make the measurement (e.g. observer, logger), whether the value is
measured or estimated by modelling, or whether the value is thought to be reliable. Flags
are a valuable feature of HYDATA and should be used whenever possible.
Within HYDATA, flags are entered by adding a ,1 or ,2 after the data value. For example,
111 entering 12.7,2 indicates a value 12.7 with data flag 2. If no flag is entered, the flag is
assumed to be 1. The meaning of the flags is defined by the user within the 'Station details'
mcnu for the station. The default values are 'Original' for flag I and 'Estimate' for flag 2.
However, for each database, eight possible flags are defined and any two of these can be
chosen. The choice of flags is defined by using the 'Data sources and flags' option in the
installation program HDBINS (see Appendix B of the HYDATA manual). The default set
of flags is Missing, Original, Estimate, Observer, Chart, Logger, Radio, Model. In the case
of the flag for missing data, the default value is 'm' when typing in data and '-' on any
tabulated printout of the data. For the 'Original' flag, the default is to print no flag on data
•
tables. For the 'Estimate' flag, the default is to print the letter 'e' after each value with this
flag e.g. 12.7e. On graphical output, the flag names will appear in the keys to the lines and
the lines will be coloured according to the flags used.
It is strongly recommended that data flags are used for all data values entered onto a
database. This is particularly important when a mixture of observed and estimated values
is entered; for example, when infilling missing periods in a record. This then allows
estimated values to be easily identified if the infilling method is later changed. Also, the
estimated values will be indicated on any printed output giving an indication of the accuracy
of the modelling method and the amount of original data available.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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Hints on infilling missing data
•
River level and flow records often contain manygaps. Gaps can arise for many reasons; for
example, an automatic logger breaking, an observer falling sick, or the recording equipment
• being damaged in a flood. It is often desirable to infill missing periods in a record in order
to improve estimates of the long term statistics of the record, such as theannual total flows
or the long term mean annual runoff.
There are many methods which can be used for infilling data. For example, it may be
possible to estimate flows at a station by regression with flows at a nearby upstream or
downstream station. Alternatively, flows can often be estimated from catchment rainfall
records by regression techniques or using a rainfall runoff model. The choice of method is
the responsibility of the hydrologist and requires considerable experience and a knowledge
of the behaviour of the catchment under consideration. However, for short periods of
missing data, HYDATA provides two basic methods for infilling missing values. These are
linear and logarithmic interpolation. Both methods are available within the station editors.
The procedure used to infill a missing period is to first define a block which covers all the
•
missing values AND the data values immediately before and after the first and last missing
values. The LIN command is then used for linear interpolation and the LOG command for
logarithmic interpolation. The values are then infilled automatically for the whole block.
It is good practice to first set the default data flag to flag 2 in Menu TS1 before doing any
interpolation. The interpolated values will then be indicated on all output. Also, before the
values are saved, they should first be plotted against the observed values using the 'Plot Edit'
option in the plot menu. This will immediately show if the values are reasonable and blend
smoothly with the existing values. If possible, checks should also be made against flow
records for other stations on the same river and against rainfall records for the catchment to
•
ensure that no flood peaks have been missed when performing the interpolations. Only when
all these checks have been made should the interpolated values be savedon the database.
•
Normally, interpolation is only suitable for missing periods of a few readings. For longer
periods, regression techniques, rainfall runoff modellingor flowrouting models are normally
more appropriate.
•
•
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Rating curves in HYDATA
Water levels are easy to measure but flows and storages are not. This is why rating curves
are used to relate observations of levels to the flow/storage values required for water
resources studies. HYDATA uses the following form for a flow rating curve:
•
Q=a(hi-cp
•
where Q is flow, h is the watcr level and a, b and c are constants. A similar form is used
to relate volumes to levels:
•
V :=a(h+c)b
•
where V is the reservoir or lake volume. Some countries may use a different form of
equation, particularly for man-made sections such as weirs and for level-storage equations.
However, experience shows that the above form often provides just as good a fit in many
cases. Users with FORTRAN programming skills may also use the HYDATA FORTRAN
subroutine library to apply any specified rating curve to level data and then re-load the
resulting flows back onto HYDATA.
•
For many gauging stations, multi-part ratings are required to represent the form of the rating
curve over the full flow range. In HYDATA, rating curves can have up to 6 parts. Often
it is possible to relate the levels over which the curves apply to levels at which real changes
ocur in the channel cross section. This is particularly true for man-made sections and for
level/storage rating curves.
•
HYDATA provides comprehensive graphical facilities for fitting rating curves (i.e. estimating
the parameters a, b and c). The procedure used is to guess successive values for c and then
to estimate a and b by a least squares procedure in logarithmic co-ordinates. The user can
specify maximum and minimum allowed values for each parameter and, for multi-part
ratings, can specify the range of levels over which each rating applies. HYDATA also
provides the option to weight curves towards the high flow measurements. This is done
using the Q*2 option (see HYDATA manual). When fitting multi-part ratings, HYDATA•
checks that the individual curves cross close to the specified upper and lower limits of each
curve. An error message occurs if this does not happen, in which casethe rating should be
re-fitted using a slightly different set of control parameters (e.g. upper/lower limits, ranges
for a, b and c). Rating curves may also change over time due, for example, to changes in
channel cross section following flood events. In HYDATA, each single or multi-part rating
is identified by a code letter e.g. A, B, C. Each code applies over a specified period e.g.
1978 to 1985. Up to 20 letters can be used at any station to identify shifts in ratings.
•
•
•
•
•
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Advice on fitting rating curves in HYDATA
NOTE: Fitting rating curves is a job only for experienced hydrologists and rating curves
should not be altered without the permission of the System Manager.
The normal procedure is to begin by typing in the raw data on which the curve(s) are to be
based. For flow data, this consists of the date of the measurement, the level (stage) and the•
estimated discharge. If available, the mean velocity and cross-sectional area should also be
entered; if these are not known, dummy values of 1.0 can be entered. For level/storage
curves, levels and storages should be entered with values of 1.0 for the 'velocity' and 'area'
entries.
•
Once the measurements are on HYDATA, they should be plotted to seeif they all fall near
the same line. If not, then attempts should be made to see whether the rating may have
shifted over time. One way to do this is to fit a single rating curve over all time and then
to see from the gauging editor whether, in certain periods, all measurements lie above or
below the line. The < < and > > symbols shown in the editor and printouts help to
• identify such periods (see HYDATA manual). Local knowledge of flood events etc may also
help to identify hydrological reasons for shifts in a curve.
•
Once the shifts have been identified, the measurements should be grouped using the letters
A, B, C etc. Single or multi-part rating curves can then be fated to each group separately.
Data points which seem to lie well away from the lines (outliers) can be excluded using the
? code in the editor. Alternatively, particularly valuable high flow measurements can be
included in all groups using the + code in the editor. Also, the Q*2 option may be used if
required to help force the curves through the high flow measurements. Great care should
be taken not to extrapolate the curves to unrealistically high or low flows. An upper limit
of applicability may be imposed if it is not clear how to extrapolate the curve.
•
Once a satisfactory fit has been obtained, the curves can be used to convert levels to flows• (or storage) using the 'Conversion' option in HYDATA. To do this, it is necessary to first
save the new curves. To make sure poor curves are not saved accidentally, HYDATA
deliberately makes this a two stage process. The curve must first be saved in computer
memory from the rating curve editor before it can be plotted on a 'Gauging Plot' and then
must be saved again from the Menu GDD1 to save it to hard disc. Only curves saved on
disc are used in conversions. Needless to say, good documentation must be kept stating the
parameters of the new curves and the reasons why the old curve was changed. Note that the
converted values may differ slightly from those obtained by hand or from other systems
since, to obtain the best possible estimates, HYDATA uses an interpolation procedure to
estimate the variation in flows over each day, and then integrates the resulting instantaneous
flows to estimate the daily mean flow (see HYDATA manual).
•
•
•
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I
Advice on system managementD
1 In a busy hydrological department, several people may need access to the department's
HYDATA database. Typically, this will include data entry assistants and hydrologists whoD
require access to the data for modelling and data validation work. In this situation, it is vitalD to appoint a System Manager who takes overall responsibility for maintaining the system.
The manager should be the only person allowed to create or delete stations on the databaseD
and should also determine who has access to the database and the schedule for enteringi historical and current data onto the database. The manager should also be responsible for
ensuring that data backups are performed regularly. To help the System Manager, HYDATA
has a password protection system to restrict access to the system. Passwords are set up using
the HDBINS program and have 3 possible levels. At the lowest level, users can only look
at the data. At the second level, users can also save data but cannot create or delete stations.
At the highest level, which is normally used only by the System Manager, the user has access
to all the facilities in HYDATA. For extra security, the HDBINS program can be kept only
on floppy disc so that only the System Manager can change the passwords.
41 The information stored on a database is only of value if the users of the database understand
the sources of the data and the quality of the data. For this reason, it is vital to keep good
notes on how the database has been set up and where the data have been obtained from.•
Typically, the System Manager will keep an up to date 'System summary' printout from the
database and a series of files containing up to date plots and tables of all values stored on the
database together with notcs describing the rating curves used to generate these values. The
System Manager should also keep detailed notes on any checking, editing or infilling of the
data which has been performed, and on the methods used to develop the rating curves stored
on the system. The original observer, chart or logger records should also be kept in case it
is necessary to check back against these in the future. In a well maintained system, it should
be possible at all times to provide up to date and reliable printouts or plots of any of the data
on the system. Typically, a busy hydrological department will receive a steady stream of
such requests from other ministries, consulting engineers and development agencies workingto in the country. In some cases, large amounts of information may be required in a short time,
particularly during flood and drought events. These requests will normally be accompanied
by additional questions regarding the sources of the data and any validation or infilling work0
performed to improve the quality of the data. Detailed notes are essential in order to meet
these requests satisfactorily.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Advice on creating stations
Stations are created in HYDATA by followinga simple set of menu operations starting fromthe 'Increase data storage' option. However, some care is needed so normally stationsshould only be created by the person nominated as the System Manager. The firstconsideration is that the new station will increase the size of the database. The SystemManager should therefore always check that there is sufficient space on the hard disc of thecomputer to accept the new station. Also, particularly on old or poorly maintainedcomputers, there is always a slight risk of a hardware failure which couldcorrupt (damage)the database. The existing database should therefore always be backed up before creatingspace for a new station or stations.
Another factor to consider is that the database will operate more efficiently if all the storage111 space for the station is allocated in a single operation. For this reason, space should becreated in a single operation for every current and anticipated need for that station. Forexample, if a station opened in 1950, say, and is still in operation, spaceshould be allocatedfrom 1950 to several years in the future, even if only a few years of data are to be enteredinitially. The numbering system used should also be consistent with the numbers used forthe stations already stored on the database.•
When a station is created, some descriptive information can also be entered for that station,such as its latitude and longitude or its altitude. These entries are optional and can beentered or changed later at any time from the station editor. Normally, though, it isadvisable to enter at least the correct station name and quality control limits (max/min/maxchange) when the station is created. For EVENT stations, it is also advisable to define thenumbers of the corresponding rating equation and flow/storage stations at the outset to avoidmistakes being made later when the data are converted. The default is to use the samestation number for the rating and flow/storage stations. Also, the data format entry shouldbe correct, since this will determine the decimal place accuracy and data flag system for alldata subsequently entered for that station (see HYDATA manual for details).
•
•
•
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Data backups
Although modem personal computers are mostly very reliable, failures do occur
occasionally, particularly under hot, dusty or humid conditions, or when the electrical power
supply is unreliable. Computers may also be stolen, vandalised or damaged in disasters such
as floods, fire or earthquakes. For these reasons, it is ESSENTIAL to make regular backups
of your database and all other essential data files on your department's computers.
Remember - the floppy discs used for backups only cost a small amount but the time and
effort spent entering and validating data is irreplacable.
•
The following system is recommended and is used by several countries. Under this system,
two sets of backup floppy discs are used and backups are made every week on the same day.
The sets of discs are used alternately. This way there are always two recent backups, with
the most recent backup made within the past week. Every 1 to 2 months, one of the sets is
taken out of use and replaced by a new set of blank discs. The set taken out of use is stored
with the other older sets which are no longer used, preferably in a different building to the
computer containing the HYDATA database.
•
In addition to floppy discs, some users also maintain a recent copy of their main HYDATA
database on a separate computer. Users with tape backup facilities may also make regular
backups of the whole hard disc onto tape. Also, for a small annual fee, HYDATA users can
make use of the 'Disaster Recovery Service' operated by the Institute of Hydrology. Under
this system, backup discs are sent periodically to the UK for safe storage. Before storage,
the integrity of each database is checked. The data then remains strictly confidential to the
user and is not accessed without a specific request from the user.
•
As a final point, it may be of interest to know some of the most common reasons for
HYDATA files and other data files being lost. In our experience, these are:
•
Data losses caused by computer viruses
Computcr hard disc failures
Hardware failures due to fluctuating electrical supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Advice on starting a new database
A user can create as many HYDATA databases as required on a single machine. For
example, a single computer might contain the national flow database, a smaller personaldatabase for analysis work and a third database for rainfall data. Of course, great care mustbe taken to keep the databases separate. It is often helpful to set up several DOS batch files
containing the commands required to access each database.
Each HYDATA database u be n 'n in a te ir . A database consists of
II files with the name HDB**, where ** is a number in the range 01 to II, a file calledHDBIN and two index files called INDEX I and INDEX2. In a new, empty database theHDB** files all ocupy 128 bytes of disk space. As stations are created, these files graduallyfill up, and may reach several Mb in size on a large database. Since all databases use the•
same 14 filenames, great care must be taken not to over-write one database with another.
Each new empty database is generated from the HYDATA installation discs using theHYINA program. Before setting up a new database, enough free space must be made on thehard disc to accept the new data.
Once the database has been created, it can be customised as required using the HDBINSprogram from within the directory containing the database e.g. passwords, titles on output.This will then modify the HDBIN file. If you already have a HDBIN file set up on anotherdatabase, you could instead copy this to the new directory to get an identical configuration
to the existing database (although note that you CANNOT copy individual INDEX or HDB**files; these must always be kept together for a given database). Whichever method is used,the hydrological year MUST be defined correctly using HDBINS since this cannot be
changed after starting to create space for stations on the database.
In summary then, there are only a few serious mistakes which can be made when starting a
new database. As described above, these are:
(a) Accidentally over-writing an existing database
•
Not allowing enough disk space for the new database
•
•
Forgetting to define the hydrological year before starting to add space for stations to the• database
•
(d) Accidentally using the wrong database when loading data
With care, all these mistakes can be avoided.
•
•
•
•
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Data analysis routines in HYDATA
Com ad on I t
The comparison plot option allows the hydrographs or time series for2 daily stations to beplotted on the same graph. This is useful for comparing records at nearby stations, datavalidation work and modelling work. Typical uses might be to estimate the lag time betweentwo locations on the same river or to compare rainfall records and runoff response. Thisoption is also useful for plotting more than I year of daily data for a single station. Optionsprovided by HYDATA include the facility to plot the records as histograms, to invert oneof the series on the plots, to lag one series with respect to the other and to plot the data inlogarithmic coordinates. The two y-axes may also be scaled independently, allowing the twolines to be separated vertically.
D u le m s I ts
•
Double mass plots compare the daily records for 2 stations on a cumulative basis. Typicaluses might be to examine the correlations between stations or to check for data errors. For2 identical records, the double mass plot will be a perfect straight line. More generally, ifthe stations are close to one another and experience similar hydrological regimes, then thedouble mass plot will be close to a straight line, but with a slope greater than or less than41 1. This might be the case for rainfall records for the same catchment, or flow records fornearby stations on the same river. Sudden changes in slope ('breake) indicate a possibleproblem with the data. For example, when considering 2 nearby raingauges, the break maycorrespond to one of the raingauges being moved or the exposure of one of the gaugeschanging. For flow stations, abstractions or inflows between stations are possible causes ofchanges in slope. More generally, breaks may be caused by a change in observer,measurement units or recording equipment.
•
Flow du ti n curve
Flow duration curves show the percentage of time that a given flow is exceeded. Forexample, the Q95 flow is normally the daily flow exceeded 95% of the time and is a usefulmeasure of low flow reliability. Flow duration statistics also give a guide to catchmentresponse and can be useful in validating the output from hydrological models. HYDATAprovides options to specify the flow averaging period used in calculating a flow durationcurve. The minimum period is daily, called the 1-DAY flow. Other periods (e.g. 5-DAY)can also be used. Up to five curves can be plotted on a single graph. For comparing thecurves from different stations, the values may be divided (standardised) by either the• average daily flow (ADF) or the flow per unit catchment area. The curves may be for thewhole year or just for specified seasons. Plots may be on linear or logarithmic axes.
•
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Low flow analysis routines in HYDATA - 1
HYDATA provides a range of routines which can be used to characterise the low flow
behaviour of a catchment. The methods are based on those developed from a major research
study on the low flow response of catchments in the UK (NERC Low Flow Studies Report,
1980). These methods have since been applied widely throughout the world.
B se Fl w index
The Base Flow Index option allows the base flow component to be estimated for a given
hydrograph. The BFI is a measure of the contribution to the total flow from groundwater
sources. It also provides a useful indicator of catchment response. HYDATA estimates the
BFI using an algorithm set out in the "Low Flow Studies report" and summarised in the•
HYDATA manual. The calculations are based on daily flows, and attempt to identify the
turning points in a hydrograph automatically so that the baseflow separation may be
performed. The results of this separation can be plotted and tabulated as required.•
arithmic I t
•
This option allows the daily flows for a station to be plotted in logarithmic coordinates. This
is useful for examining the low flow part of a hydrograph. In particular, during recession
periods, the flow may decreBse in an approximately exponential manner. The recession
constant can then be estimated from the average of the slopes over several typical recessions.
This is useful for developing models of recession behaviour; for example for infilling missing
flow data or predicting future flows during a period of drought. The recession constant is
also another useful indicator of catchment response.
•
Recession plots
•
The 'Recession Plot' option provides a more objective, although less widely used, method
for estimating the recession constant. The basis of the method is to plot the daily flows for
each day against the daily flows for the day N days before, where N is specified by the user.
During recession periods, the resulting lines will all tend to be bounded by a single
'envelope' curve, whose slope can be related theoretically to the recession constant. Under
UK conditions, it was found that, for many catchments, the best estimate of the recession
constant was given by the slope of the envelope curve at a flow equal to 0.25 of the average
daily flow (ADF).
•
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Low flow analysis routines in fiYDATA - 2
Low fl w fr en lo s
This option extracts the minimum flow in each year in a record and plots the values on asingle graph with the exceedance probability on the x-axis. The flows may be the minimumdaily values or may be averaged over longer periods e.g. 5-DAY average flows. To allowthe flows to be related to return periods, the values are plotted using the Gringorten plottingposition assuming a Weibull distribution. For many catchments, the annual minima plotclose to straight line when plotted on this basis, although this is not assumed in the analysis.Low flow frequency plots provide an alternative to flow duration plots for estimating flowreliability, and are particularly useful for describing rare events with return periods of 10years or more. Within HYDATA, several options are provided to customise the output.For example, the number of missing days allowed per year can be defined and the results canbe divided by the average daily flow (ADF) or mean annual minimum (MAM). Bothgraphical and tabulated output is provided.
1) HYDATA DATATRANSFER
•
Input of data to HYDATA
•
The simplest way to enter data into HYDATA is using the keyboard. This is the best way
to enter handwritten or typewritten data, such as observer records or yearbook data.
However, if the data are already on computer disc, it should almost certainly be possible to
transfer the values into HYDATA automatically without re-typing the numbers.
•
Several possible methods are provided in the HYDATA system for automatic input of data,
provided that the data are in normal text (i.e. ASCII) data files. The simplest method is
designed for when the data values appear in the file as one value per line, and the period of
data is the same or less than that covered by the station editor (e.g. 1 year for daily flow
data). This type of file can be entered simply by pressing the [F4] key and specifying the
name of the file whilst in the appropriate station editor. The values will then be loaded into
the editor one per line and can be saved to the database after checking that the correct values
•
are present using plots or printouts of the data. Some tips for using this method are that,
before pressing the [F4] key, the cursor must be on the date/time corresponding to the first
data value in the file. Also, before pressing the [F4] key, the S key can be pressed to 'lock'
the screen temporarily. On slow computers, this will greatly speed up the data entry. Once111 the file has been read, the screen can then be 'unlocked' by pressing the S key again.
The [F4] method of data input can also be used in conjunction with HYDATA macro
commands. This allows several files with one value per line to be entered in a single
operation. The method used here is to add the appropriate HYDATA macro commands
needed to 'chain' the files to the start and end of the data in each file. The final lines in each
file should be the macro commands which call the name of the next file. Alternatively, the
data and macros for all years may be merged into a single large file.
The most sophisticated method of data entry is to use the HYTRAN program. This allows
for a wide range of file formats, and allows many years of data to be entered in a single
operation. HYTRAN is also be used in conjunction with several other software packages
from the Institute of Hydrology, allowing data from telemetry, logger and other database
packages to be entered onto HYDATA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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HYDATA DATA TRANSFER
Data input using HYTRAN
The program HYTRAN allows many years of data to be entered into HYDATA in a single
operation. Full instructions for using HYTRAN are given in the HYTRAN manual and a
simple example of using HYTRAN is given in the tutorial notes.
The only main restrictions when using HYTRAN are that the data values must be contained
in a normal text (i.e. ASCII) data file and must be organised into blocks of throughout the
file. There are also limits on the maximum width of each line and the total number of lines
in the file (see the HYTRAN manual). The basic principles when using HYTRAN are to
define the structure of the file (i.e. the blocks), the dates of the values, the type of data and
•
the HYDATA station in which the data are to be loaded. There are many ways in which the
file structure can be defined and full details are given in the HYTRAN manual.
•
After defining the file structure, the file is then scanned to check that the values are assigned
the correct dates and fall within the limits defined for the HYDATA station. If the scan is
successful, the values can then be loaded onto HYDATA. During the loading operation, the
same general guidelines apply as when saving data from within HYDATA i.e. never interrupt
the transfer using the [CTRL] [ALT] and [DEL] keys together or the power switch as this
may corrupt (i.e damage) the database. Also, it is good practice to make a backup of the
database onto floppy disc before using HYTRAN.
•
Once a file's structure has been defined successfully, the HYTRAN commands can be saved
into a format file for use with other files with the same format. Also, a batch facility is
•
available for loading many files of the same format in a single operation. This is useful, for
example, when transferring data from another database system to HYDATA.
•
 
•
•
•
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Exporting data from HYDATA
DATA TRANSFER
HYDATA has comprehensive facilities for obtaining plots and printouts of data. However,
it is often useful to obtain copies of the data on computer disc for transfer to other database
systems or analysis packages. The standard HYDATA package includes several methods for
exporting data to disc.
The simplest method is to use the 'Write File' option available for every station in
HYDATA. This produces a file containing all the data values for the editor being used (e.g.
I year of daily data for a daily flow editor). Values are written one per line with the data
flag following the data value. This form of output is simple to obtain and can be read
directly into many commercial spreadsheet and statistical packages for further analysis. An
alternative method is to 'Print' the data but to type the letter F when prompted to press the
[ENTER] key. HYDATA then prompts for a file name and the output which would have•
been directed to the printer is written to the file instead. This facility s useful, for example,
if a user wishes to make changes to the standard HYDATA yearbook style printouts, or
simply requires the data values in a file in yearbook style for further analysis. Note that,
when using this option, several printer control codes will appear in the file. These can be
edited out using a screen editor if required. Also„ the file can be printed out at a later date
using the REPRINT program supplies with HYDATA.
A second method of obtaining data on disc is to use the utility program HYDOUT supplied
with HYDATA. This allows data to be obtained in a wide range of formats and for several
years, or several stations, at a time. Examples of the types of output are annual maximum•
flows, daily flows and monthly flows. HYDOUT is menu operated and is supplied with a
comprehensive user manual. This method is widely used by many users.
•
For users with FORTRAN programming skills, the final and most flexible method to read
data from HYDATA is to use the library of FORTRAN sub-routines (HYLIB) supplied with
HYDATA. The data can then be accessed from within the users own programs and used or
written out as required. Sophisticated packages can be produced using this method; for
example, within the Institute of Hydrology, these routines have been usedin conjunction with
a GIS rainfall analysis package and a real time flow forecasting package.
As a final point, several other software packages produced by the Institute of Hydrology
include facilities for accessing data from HYDATA. These include the program HYCOM
for accessing data in a form suitable for input to the WMO's meteorological database system•
CLICOM, and the package HYRROM, which is a rainfall runoff modelling system for
personal computers.
•
•
•
•
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Personal Computers
Prior to the early 1980's the term personal computer did not exist, although it is true that there
were a variety of microcomputers available, including the Apple and Commodore range of desk
top micros. In 1980 IBM launched its Intel 8088 based microcomputer and marketed it as a
Personal Computer, thus coining the term PC. During the 80's Intel developed further the CPU.
The 8086 was not far behind the 8088, then came the 80286. By this time IBM had lost its•
monopoly and hundreds of new companies were set up, producing PC clones. Companies like
Compaq, Dell, NEC, and Bull are now as well established as IBM in the PC market place
•
With the increase in consumer choice, came massive reductions in the price. Consequently, the
(	 PC really did become an affordable tool for the individual. The leading processor in the Intel
range is now the 80486 with the Pentium (often referred to as the 80586) close on its heels. With
each improvement in the processor, Intel increased its capability and performance, enabling it to
carry out tasks that were traditionally done by much bigger mainframes or minis. Not only did•
the processors improve, the memory expanded also, the original PC had only 64K of ram. Now
it is not uncommon to find '486' machines with 16M or more, although the most common
memory size seems to be 4M on most 386 and 486 PCs.
•
Most PCs have three distinct components, the CPU, the monitor and the keyboard. The desktop
CPU is probably the most common. However, over the past four or five years users have tried
to reclaim their desks, consequently tower and mini towers are now becoming very popular.
( Also, advances in technology have led to the down sizing of the major components enabling
manufacturers to produce smaller and more portable 'notebook' and even 'palm-top' PCs..
•
•
•
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At your command


The processor is the hardware brain of the system, but until the user tells it do something it will
just sit there. On all computers the user communicates with the CPU via aprogram. A program
is a series of commands that the CPU understands. Each command doesvery little, however
when they are executed according to the program order, the processor canbe made to perform.
The language of this program is call machine code. Machine code is both hard and slow to write.
It is, however fast to run. To make life easier for the user, a special program (or series of
programs) were developed and became the operating system. Using this system, programs
written in more structured languagessuch as BASIC, FORTRAN and C could be executed. The
operating system used on the IBM range of PCs and its clones is Microsofts DOS (Disk Operating( System). Like the processor it too has developed, the most recent version of MSDOS being
version 6.2. The operating systems primary function is to allow the user to use the CPU
constructively. Commands are issued to a command interpreter, this is also a program, without
which the PC will not work. The command interpreter on the PC is COMMAND.COM and can•
be found on all startup disks. The interpreter receives its commands from the user via the
keyboard. As each command received it is interpreted and acted upon. If the command is a valid
internal DOS function the command is executed. External dos commands are really just programs
and are loaded and executed by the interpreter. The DOS manual indicates those commands that
are internal and those that are external. The following commands are internal commands: DIR,
MKDIR (MD), CHDER (CD), RMDIR (RD), DEL, ERASE and COPY. Examples of
external commands are: FORMAT, FDISK, CHLDSK, EDLIN, LABEL, KEYB and MODE.
See the MSDOS reference guide for a full list and description each command and what it does.
•
•
•
•
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- 5 ATA Files and File names
There are two types of file found on PCs, programs and data, they are store together on either
floppy or hard disks. Each program or data file must have a unique name. These names are
made-up of two parts, the filename and the extension separated by a dot (.). The filename should
ideally be subject related and the extension should be type specific. For example, executable
program files will have an extension of either COM or EXE, SYSTEM files will have the


extension SYS, and batch files will have the extension BAT. What remains, by definition, must
be a data file (BAT are really data files COMMAND.COM). Data file can have many different
extensions or even none, though the latter is not advised. Typically the extension: WP5
(wordperfect), DAT or DTA for numeric data, FOR, PAS, BAS, C and ASM for program
source code which are just data files for programs known as compilers .
The filename part of the name can contain up-to eight characters and the extension can have up-to
three characters. Both the filename part and the extension can include any alpha-numeric
character on the keyboard. Although others characters can be used, it is best to avoid them,
especially punctuation characters. Some commonly used non alpha numeric characters are the
_ , - , , ( , and the &. The * , ? and should be not be used in the file name. The * and ? are
used by DOS as wild card search characters in commands like DM, COPY and RENAME.
•
Two special files which are used to set-up the computer when it starts-up are CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT. CONFIG.SYS is used to load special device drivers such as ANS1.SYS,
IIIMEM.SYS and EMM386.EXE. AUTOEXEC.BAT is used to set-up environment programs
and variables (see PATH later).
•
-4 DATA Directories and Subdirectories
To help the user organise the files on the disks, the operating system allows the disk to be
arranged into a DIRECTORY. This directory can then be subdivided into
SUBDIRECTORIES. The directory structure can be look on as an inverted tree, with its
branches spreading out downwards. Keeping to this analogy, the top most directory is known
as the ROOT directory. If your computer was started from its internal hardisk then the prompt
that you would see would be the name of the root directory that contained COMMAND.COM
and should be C:\.
Subdirectories can be used to keep similar files, such as .WP5 files in a subdirectory called
:	 DOCUMENTS, or all DOS related files in a subdirectory called DOS. Packages will create their
own directory structure when they are installed, consequently a hard disk might have subdirectory
names such as 123, WINDOWS, QUATFRO, and NORTON. Each of thesesubdirectories may
have additional subdirectories below them.
•
The contents of a given directory can be viewed by using the internal DOS command DIR. DIR
has two useful options, DIR AV and /P. The /W option or switch is used to display the file names
in rows. The /P switch tells the DIR command to pause after a screenful has been displayed.
More recent versions of DOS allow the user to sort the files in a variety of different orders,
including date and time.
•
•
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The DOS Path
In order to find these files it is necessary to know their address. This address is known as their
PATII. For example, there is a file called MYDATA.DAT in the subdirectory DATA on the
hard disk known as D:. The path of this file is DADATA \MYDATA.DAT. If the subdirectory
DATA contained another subdirectory called MYDATA and the file was in there, its path would
be DADATA \MYDATAWYDATA.DAT . Each subdirectory is separated from the one above
by a ‘, and this is one reason why you can not use the \ in the file name•
To move from one subdirectory to anothcr the internal DOS command CD is used.. For example
if the current directory is the root directory of D: then, to get to the subdirectory
DADATMMYDATA, the command CD \DATA \MYDATA [rtn] would be issued. In order to
move up the tree to DATA, CD \DATA command can be issued. However DOS provides a
shortcut. Each subdirectory has a parent directory, the parent of DATA is D: and the parent of
MYDATA is DATA. The parent directory is listed in a DIR of the disk as .. , therefore by
•
issuing the command CD .. the parent directory becomes the current directory .
•
The word PATH is also used to describe the search path that DOS usesto look for programs.
The search path is set up by the user in a special file called AUTOEXEC.BAT. The line
PATH=CADOS;C:\WP5;C:\123 tells the command interpreter to search each of paths separated
by the ; for the request program before failing.
•
•
•
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Disks and Disk drives
•
•
At the heart of the file system is the hardware and media that allow the data and program code
stored in the files to be maintained safe. The floppy disk is the most common storage medium that
the user will have actual contact with. Few will encounter a hard disk directly. Many megabytes
of data are stored on floppies, often in a very haphazard way. Most people tend to take the
continued integrety of the data on those disks for granted. However, floppy disks are not
infallible, they can be all to easily damaged. Disks are vulnarable to high temperatures and
•
humidity, which can cause media damage. Another cause of data loss from floppies arises from
data corruption. Currupted data is most often caused by inadvertent exposure to magnetic fluxes.
The user of floppy disks must remember that many pieces of equipment have strong magnetics
( associated with their use. The most obvious are monitors and loud speakers. Less obvious
sources of magnetic fluxes are power cables, the more convoluted they are the greater the flux.
•
If a large number of floppy disks are used to store data for long periods of time, then these disks
should be stored in a dry cool place well away from adverse magnetic fluxes; in properly design
•
disk boxes; more than one copy should be made with both copies be stored in different locations.
In addition to the above those users who use large hard disks have to dealwith disk management
problems. In the days of room sized mainframes there would be a large team of computer
operators to backup the disks, sort out file structures and maintain the software. Now the PC
users must do all that themselves. Again in all probability, these tasks areall to often neglected.
The PCs of today have the computing power and data storage facillities of the mainframes of the
70's, which would be unavailable to users for up to half a day a week for disk and file
•
maintenance, PC users should allow the same period for their maintenance. Time spent thus could
save many hours of work from being lost through disk crashes. Most disk crashes are preceded
by tell-tale signs: slow data access, the odd corrupted character, they are not all typographic
errors and intermitant read and write errors.
•
•
•
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Usin Disk.s
Floppy disks come in two forms, the 5.25" and the 3.5". Both types have two sizes, 360K and
I .2M for the 5.25", and 720K and I .44M for the 3.5" disks. Many readand write errors from
floppies are caused by the disk not being inserted properly. Always makesure the disk is fully in
and the door shut and always wait for the drive active light to go out before you open the drive
and extract the disk. Never remove the disk while it is being written to or read from. Though the
disk read/write heads are not touching the disk, they are extremely close, less than the thickness
•
of a human hair
•
When using hard disks, especially those that are cached (buffered) theuser must wait until the
drive becomes inactive before power down. This may not be immediate, so a few seconds should
be allowed. If a power down occurs while processing an application, then there is a strong
likelihood that data could be lost. Many applications use temporary files, if there is a power loss
in mid-use then these become unassociated, DOS knows very little about them, they have no name
and no owner. All it does know is that there is data present. These files are totaly hidden and
•
known as LOST CLUSTERS. Each cluster typically takes up a minimum of 2048 bytes of disk
space. They are invisable to the user unless the progrm CHKDSK is used. CHKDSK can also
be used to recover these lost files. Another less common result from premature power down is
CROSS LINKED FILES, this is where two files share the same cluster on a disk. This is
potentially the more serious, as one of the files will lose data. Again CHKDSK can be used to
find and recover the one intact file. CHKDSK is not the only program that can be used for disk
repair. There are a number of packages available for total disk maintenance, such as NORTON
utilities
•
•
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The bits on the back
The back of the PC can often be a nightmare of cables. Aside from the power, keyboard and
monitor cable, there maybe cables to printers, a mouse, plotters and modem links. The 'sockets'
for these cables come in many forms, they arc though easily identified. The printer port will be
a 25 pin D-socket (female) or a centronics edge. The serial mouse and plotter ports are serial
devices and use either a 9 pin or 25 pin D-plug (male). The monitor socket has more pins than
the serial 9 pin.
Serial cable come in two forms. One form is used as an extension and the other can be used on
its own. The latter differs from the former in that pin 2 goes to pin 3 and vice versa. The parallel
printer cable usually hasa centronics socket on one end, the printer will have the oposite gender.
Many communication problems come from poor wiring due to lack of maintenance and abuse.
Pulling a cable out by the flex will ultimately lead to broken wires. A few seconds extra spent
unplugging properly can save hours of work and fewer burnt fingers (from the soldering iron).
11
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Security
As mentioned earlier, the backup duties and general file maintenance were performed by system
operators on the mainframes. Now these tasks are down to the individual user of the PC
Regular backups of the data should be made These should be done on a weekly basis using
either the DOS backup system or for HYDATA's datasets, the HYDATA backup system (see the
System Managment Options) .
•
•
Mother aspect of machine security is anti-virus protection. In an ideal world, this should not be
•
necessary, however, becauseof a variety of reasons from pure malice to practicle jokes there are
now many thousands of computer viruses lurking on disks all over the world. These viruses are
( just waiting for the unsuspecting to inadvertently load them on to their machines, where they
wreak havoc. The appearance of such entities has spurned a whole new family of software call
anti-virus software. A few hundred dollars spent on a good AV package WILL save many many
hours of work.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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HYDATA


The HYDATA installation program HYINA creates on the PCs hard disk a directory structure
that spreads out from a subdirectory called HYDATA. The subdirectories are: PROGS,
DEMO, and DATA. The PROGS subdirectory contains all the HYDATA run time programs
and support files, the DEMO subdirectory contains all the data files for the demonstration
dataset, and the DATA subdirectory contains an empty but initiallized database for future use.
•
To run HYINA the user should make drive A the current drive by typing A: [tin]. At the A:
prompt the user must type HY1NA. The initial screen display is the HYINA imenu. This menu
should be read carefuly. Option 2 installs HYDATA, option 3 installs a new empty database,
option 4 will upgrade an existing HYDATA 3.01 database and option 5 installs the
demonstration database. Select option 2 and follow the instructions, reading each subsequent
menu carefully. Full details of HYINA are given in the HYDATA user guide. NB. Do not
change any of the default values if you want the structure describe in the previous paragraph.
In the PROGS subdirectory, there is a file call CGI.CFG. This file tells HYDATA how to set•
up for graphics, it contains information about the PCs graphics capabilities. Only the drivers
selected during the installation process will be present on the hard dsik. The others can be found
on the distribution disks Graphicsl through to 4. If they are required they can simply be copied
to the FROGS subdirectory.
•
Another important control file is HDBIN, this tells HYDATA about the database associated with
it. HDBIN can be found in each of the DEMO and DATA subdirectories. The parameters that
are contained in this file can be changed using the program HDBINS.EXE. This program has
24 main options. Each of these options are describerd in detail in the HYDATA user guide.•
Many database features are set using this program and care should be taken when using it.
•
•
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HYDATA
Insufficient disk space: HYDATA requires in excessof 7 megabyes of free disk space to install
HYDATA will require additional space as the database increases in size To rcover more disk
space, check for LOST CLUSTERS and temporary files. Try removing old unused files
and packages.
•
Insufficient memory: HYDATA requires about 490 Kbytes of conventional ram. It does not
use extended or expanded memory. If DOS 5 or above is the current operating system then
extra conventional memory can be recovered by putting TSR's and drivers in high memory•
(memory above 640K).
•
•
HYDATA loads OK but does not display graphs or the editor: HYDATA requires that the
program DRIVERS is run prior to running HYDATA. Either the program has not been run or
there is insuficient memory to load the transient drivers. Exit IIYDATA and if necessary run
,111 DRIVERS, or free more conventional memory (seeabove), also prior to running DRIVERS,
ensure that the environment variable CGIPATH is set in AUTOEXEC.BAT (See
installation guide). If neither of the previous solutions work then try changing the screen
driver. More drivers can be found on the distribution disks. (See notes on CGI.CFG))•
•
HYDATA fails to load and returns a protection error: HYDATA is a copy protected
package. The protection system has to be transfered from the installation floppy disk to the hard
disk. Only one copy per licence (except for site licences) is allowed per installlation. Run the
transfer program on the distribution disk labelled PROGRAM 3. (Seeadditional notes on
copy protection).
•
Parts of HYDATA do not work or causethe program to crash: HYDATA is a collection of
programs. The programs are loaded when required by a shell program. HYDATA needs to•
know where all its component programs are. This information is contained in the HDBIN file for
each dataset. Check to see if the program nanes are set correctly in HDBIN. (Use the
HDBINS program).
Cont....•
•
•
•
• - 5 ATA noting can
Make sure that the program resource directory is set for the directory that contains theprograms. Ensure that the environment variable PATH in AUTOEXEC.BAT is set (Seeinstallation guide).
General
Accessing the hard disks is slow or with many read/write errors: This is a clear indication
that the hard disk needsto be checked. There may be LOST CLUSTERs and fragmented files
which need to be fixed There may also be bad media which would need to be flagged to preventfuture use. To recover LOST CLUSTERS run the DOS program CHKDSK /F. If the
accessremains slow then use a disk maintenance tool and defrag program such as the one.(
supplied with DOS 6 or Norton Utilities.
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HYDATA Versions 3.10 and 3.10A
MANUAL CONFIGURATION FOR GRAPHICS SETUP
The graphics drivers used by HYDATA are usually installed and set up automatically through the
HYDATA installation program (HYENA) HYDATA will not work properly if incorrect printer
(or plotter), screen and mouse drivers are selected. If any of the graphics devices are changed the•
HYDATA configuation can be altered by running HYINA again. The graphics configuration can
be set up manually if necessary and the method is described below.
I
The configuration information for HYDATA graphics drivers is contained in a file named
CGI.CFG in the HYDATA program directory. This file describes the name and location of the
graphics drivers riiiequired by HYDATA. MI of the graphics drivers called by CGI.CFG must also
be present in the HYDATA program directory. Two examples of the CGI.CFG file are given•
below. The required drivers should be substituted for those given in the examples. The lines
beginning with semi-colons are remarks and can be omitted. For the purpose of the examples the
HYDATA program files are assumed to in a directory \HYDATMPROGS on disk drive C. The
correct drive and path should be substituted.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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_LóYDATA
. Q_Example I
;CGI.CFGconfiguredfora VGAmonitortype,Microsoft
;compatiblemouseanda HewlettPackardplotter
;Drivers
driver= CAHYDATATROGS\HPPLOT.SYS/G:OUTDEV
driver= CAHYDATA\PROGSUBMVGAI2.SYS/G:CRT
driver= C:\HYDATA\PROGS\MSMOUSE.SYS/G1POINT
, driver= CAHYDATA\PROGS\GSSCGI.SYS/t
•
display= IBMVGAI2
mouse= MSMOUSE
•
plotter = HPPLOT
,Plotter settings
•
FLAGGING= XONXOFF
LOGICALBUF= 128
HP TYPE= 7475,A,6,N,N
COM1 = 96,E,7,I
HPLOT= COMI
•
	
• ;Fonts
•
fonts = dl\HYDATA\PROGS\
•
;End of example
•
•
•
•
•
•
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CCI.CFC Exam le 2
;CGI.CFG configured for an IBM PS2 with VGA monitor, HP laser printer and an IBM PS2
mouse
; Declare GSS*CGI drivers to be loaded
•
• driver = CAHYDATA\PROGSUBMVGA12.SYS /G:CRT
driver = CAHYDATATROGSTS2MOUSESYS /G:INPUT
driver = CAHYDATA\PROGS\LASERJET.SYS /G:OUTPUT
( driver = C:\HYDATA\PROGS\GSSCGISYS /t
; Declare environmental defaults
•
display = IBMVGA12
printer = LASERJET
mouse = PS2MOUSE
•
;End of example
•
•
•
•
•
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Mier 849365 HYDROL GHYDROLOGICAL SOFTWARE COPY PROTECTION NOTES
Software from the Institute of Hydrology is protected from illegal copying to safeguard your rightsas a user The installation procedure should be described in your user manual. If the copy protectionsystem fails to work properly, please study these notes carefully. Some of our software installationroutines automatically try to perform the transfer of the copy protection system but it is alwayspossible to perform this operation manually if necessary.
Copy protection is manually transferred from a floppy disk to a hard disk using a batch file calledTRANSFER.BAT that is supplied on one of the program disks. To run this file you must type thefollowing command, substituting the correct drive and path names for your system:e,
TRANSFER s• thtpath
where s: is the source drive, ci: the destination drive and path the directory where the softwareprograms will be stored. As an example, if you had your floppy disk with TRANSFER.BAT in driveA and wanted to transfer the copy protection system to a subdirectory called \HYDATATROGS onhard disk drive C, you would type TRANSFER A: CAHYDATA \PROGS. Please note that if youwant to place the protection in the root directory you should indicate this by use of the backslash(e.g. TRANSFER A: CA).
•
It is not absolutely essential that the copy protection system be transferred into the same directory asthe prow-am (as long as the path to its location is added to the AUTOEXEC.BAT file) but it ishighly recommended that both protection system and program files are placed in the same directory.Problems can occasionally arise when this advice is ignored
If the copy protection needs to be moved to a different computer, hard disk drive or subdirectory, itmust first be moved back to the original floppy disk and then to the new destination. The commandfor transferring the protection back to the floppy disk is:
•
TRANSFER s:Ipcith d:
where s: is the source drive, path the subdirectory containing the protection and d: the destinationdrive. Using the installation example above, the command to transfer the protcction back to a floppydisk in drive A would be:
•
TRANSFER CAHYDATATROGS A: (or from the root directory TRANSFER CA A:)
The copy protection may then be installed into its new location•
WARNING ! Remember to transfer all copy protections back to the appropriate floppy disksforevery installed software package before reformatting a hard disk. We recommend that you place awarning label on any machine containing copy pmtection.
8)CP HYDATA DATATRANSFER
•
HYDATA macro files
•
A macro file is a file containing a sequence of HYDATA commands and, possibly, data.
Macro files allow repetitive operations in HYDATA to be automated saving time and effort
by the user. Some typical uses are:
•
(a) to automate data entry using the [F4] command
to infill many missing periods of data
to change the storage times in several years for an EVENT station
•
Macro files can be created manually using a screen editor, or can be generated as output
•
from computer programs written by the user.
The usual way to set up a macro file is to first perform the set of HYDATA commands
manually, and to note down the commands in the order in which they are typed in. Note that
there are special macro symbols to represent certain HYDATA commands; for example, the
* symbol has the same effect as pressing the [ESC] key. A full list is given in Section 2 of
the HYDATA manual. Once the appropriate commands have been noted, they can be typed
one per line into the macro file or the user's program can be modified to output the
commands to a normal text (ASCII) file. The macro is then read into HYDATA by pressing
the [F4] key and then giving the name of the macro file. It is important here that the [F4]
• key is only pressed when the cursor is placed on the HYDATA menu corresponding to the
first command in the macro file. If the file has been set up correctly, HYDATA will then
perform all of the commands in the file automatically.
•
For macro files which save data to the database, a useful tip is to first try out the files
without the 'Save Edits' commands present. Then, if there any errors in the files, this will
avoid saving values wrongly to the database. It is also good practice to make a backup of
0( the database before using any macro files which save data to the database. Data entry can
also be made faster by inserting the screen lock command S into the macro to freeze the
editor screen as data values are entered.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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